Society Activity Report 2019-20
Finance and Investment Cell
-Dream Merger:
DreaMerger is India's largest undergraduate case study competition based on Mergers and
Acquisitions. Round 1 and 2 were preliminary rounds with case studies based on mergers
and acquisitions. Round 2 also included financial evaluations and calculations.
The final round required preparing a buy side pitch, which was then presented in front of a
panel of judges. We had a collaboration with Paytm and 3000+ participants.

-Financial Knights:
Financial Knights is an event which gathers students from all around Delhi to participate in a
simulation of the stock market. Participants (400+) were asked to invest fake currency to
make the most profit from changing values of stocks.

-Investment Forum:
The Investment Forum was a dynamic and unique forum based on OPEC. Participants were
given country profiles in round 1 and had to find solutions for the countries allotted, these
countries were facing problems related to OPEC. The event had 500+ participants.

-Business Tangent:
Business Tangent is a business plan competition, which places participants in situations
where they were given some of the most pressing social issues of today and they had to
plan socially oriented business solutions to tackle these issues.The event had 700+
participants.
-Case Club League:
Case Club League is one the biggest case study competitions. The competition differs from
other competitions because of the interactive aspect of the competition. In round 1 and
round 2 the participants are given a business case study, the solving of the case also
includes a google form in which takes the participants through the interactive part of the
competition. This event also had a Wildcard Entry round this year and had 3500+
registrations.

-Finatic:
The society brings together the worlds of finance and quizzing under Finatic, a unique online
quiz competition hosted on the Finatic blog. It is known for its thought provoking connect
questions and captures the attention of quizzing geniuses from all around the country. The
event had 630+ registrations.

-Das Capital:
Das Capital is the annual finance festival of the society spread over three days with a
diverse range of events, it had a combined participation of 2100+.
The events hosted during Das Capital 2020 were as follows:
1. Corporate Wars (A Dynamic Case Study Competition)
2. Finatic (A Cryptic Business & Finance Quiz)
3. Investrix (Financial Market Simulation)
4. SuperDalals (Floor Trading Competition)
5. Dystopia (A Wildcard Event Focusing on Strategy)
6. Research Paper Competition (A Research competition based on Commerce, Finance and
Economics)"

-Inaugural Lecture by Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar:
Inaugural Lecture was delivered by Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar, former Cabinet Minister, Civil
Servant and Joint Secretary of the Ministry of External Affairs of India, on ""Equity- In Both
Senses of the Term". Mr. Aiyar addressed the Role of Equity in the Development of the
Economy and shared his insights on how Equity is inter-connected with Poverty Alleviation
and Panchayati Raj. The event had 2-3 teachers and had 350+ registrations.

-Keynote Lecture by Dr. K. V. Subramanian:
Keynote Lecture was delivered by Dr. K.V Subramanian, the then Chief Economic Adviser of
India. Dr. Subramanian's immense experience and knowledge in Economics, Finance and
Commerce was the perfect catalyst to improve our understanding on various aspects within
these fields. The event had 2-3 teachers and had 100+ registrations.

-Financial Literacy Session for St. Stephen's College Karamcharis:
A session on financial literacy and awareness, followed by a Q/A round to solve day-to-day
banking issues faced by the karamcharis in association with the RBI and had 60+
karamcharis. The activity encapsulated the essence of renewed national focus on financial
inclusion, promoting financial education and literacy among the underprivileged communities
to harbour inclusivity and awareness.

